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Every year, Gooseberry Patch's annual Christmas book delivers new and creative ways to celebrate

a homespun holiday. This edition is no exception reflecting the latest trends in decorating--while

keeping a close eye to tradition--the pages brim with 100 all-new ideas for the holidays from

handcrafted decorations and gifts, to keepsakes, activities, and over 65 yummy recipes from

Gooseberry Patch Family & Friends.
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This book has given me many ideas for the holidays. The instructions are given very well, my

grandaughter is also enjoying reading this book.

I have the entire collection of these books. Each year, I find at least 2 or 3 projects I make or try out.

Simple little hints for making Christmas a Family celebration!

this is another great book from the gooseberry cookbook line. i get these for the wife and she

immediatly reads through them. she writes down which recipe and/or craft she wants to do. she just

loves gooseberry

(Submitted by wife) Like many of the other reviewers, I have received the Gooseberry Patch



Christmas books for years. I have every one of them and it's the only publication that I honestly look

forward to and anticipate receiving each fall. Have been on the auto-renewal since the first issue

but, for some reason (probably due to a move), didn't receive this last issue...so I called to inquire

about whether GP had discontinued publishing it. Was thrilled to learn that they are still going

strong.From the first few pages, I knew I'd love the issue and that I would just HAVE to write a

glowing review. I agree with another reviewer: this is, by far, the BEST issue yet. I received it about

5 days ago and have picked it up each night since and gone through it cover to cover each night.

Am thoroughly enjoying it. These are great books...and great for a collection. This past issue is so

inspiring and full of neat ideas that I think I'm going to give it in my mother's birthday basket this

year, as well as start a renewing gift subscription for a crafting daughter-in-law.

I've enjoyed collecting Gooseberry Patch's Christmas books for years now and looking through

them always gets me in holiday mood! This edition is the latest in the series and it is set up with

chapters on all kinds of Christmas ideas, like Cookies for Santa, Stitch it Up for Christmas, Gifts

from the Kitchen and more. It has large, vivid photos for all of the treats and crafts and instructions

for each on the same page. Plus, there are lots of gorgeous photos of Christmas scenes and decor

throughout Gooseberry Patch Christmas that makes it extra festive.The crafts and recipes in

Gooseberry Patch Christmas are not too hard for me to make even though I have limited crafting

skills. I love the ideas for the Christmas breakfast, especially since they are based largely on make

ahead recipes. My kids had fun making the Cranberry Snow Globes by filling balloons with

cranberries, pine needles and orange peel and then freezing til solid. I also made a batch of the

Santa's Whiskers cookies, which are refrigerator cookies with cherries, coconut and pecans (I also

like to add almond extract to mine). They are nice to keep on hand to make a quick snack for

guests!

Somehow I forgot to get book 14 last year. I spent days searching the house for it and couldn't find

it. I finally decided to order another. I love their ideas and recipes and use them all the time. I will

continue to get the books as long as they are available.

I have collected these books since the first one came out. Always has updated Holiday ideas. I get

mine early!

Gooseberry Patch Christmas Book 14 did not fail to open up the mind to the wonder of Christmas! It



is full of ideas that make you think of Christmas past. I will be making the many cookies pictured and

may even try to make a Pecan Pie!
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